
Art is a unique from of love. It is purely an expression that comes from within. I have 
always tried to express my feelings through art. I have always felt connected to the 
arts forever. I believe ancient arts and architecture are our cultural heritage, and we 
should preserve them by reviving them. 

 

 

I remember bringing my passion to life when I was 11 years old by establishing a 
studio for drawing and art library at my home. My home library had a good 
collection of art, culture, and history books. Also. I like to play a lot with LEGO 
structures. When I got to middle school, I used to have an art class on urban 
planning and civilizations every week. I indulged in decorating and designing my 
sketchpad. I didn't even know how the months flew by. 

 

 

I studied arts in high school and enjoyed every bit. My Instagram page was full of my 
love for the arts. Then, the most exciting event of my life was getting hired as an 
Assistant to an art teacher. Everyone praised my creativity and potential for Arts. 
Since then, I got famous by the name of "The Artist" by my mates. I learned much 
from this opportunity and became more responsible, organized, and resourceful 
than ever. I never became stagnant in my life for even a minute. I wanted to stay 
connected to the arts in any form, so I joined the life Reading Club, where I tried 
handcrafted art once. During attending life Reading Club, I also satisfied my passion 
for reading about different forms of art and discussing them. I have been an active 
member of Art Club also, where I worked voluntarily and simultaneously appreciated 
the essence of arts charity. 

 

 

I consider myself lucky that I was able to identify my passion from the very 
beginning, and I was able to pursue it. Despite many obstacles, I never lost hope and 
kept working hard to achieve my goals. I stood up for my dream of becoming an 
independent career woman. 

 

During this phase of finding myself, I learned graphic design, and through my 
experience, I have taught many people about graphic design. 

 

 



Having been involved in all such activities, I shaped my way to my dream career. I 
was equipping myself to be able to study Architecture at the university of Liverpool. I 
hope to be admitted to your prestigious institute and excel in the  domain of art and 
architecture. my Story may not be very inspiring for everyone, but it is full of 
emotions and harmonies. 

 

 

A Journey that is embarked on with love. Joy. And real-life lessons. I wish to start a 
new chapter of my story at the university of Liverpool. I'm affirmative that the 
detailed courses and modules in your program about arts, architecture, history, and 
culture will add immense value to my experience. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


